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Abstract 
In the last years, several asymptotic expansion algorithms have appeared, which have the 
property that they can deal with very general types of singularities, such as singularities arising 
in the study of algebraic differential equations. However, attention has been restricted so far to 
functions with “strongly monotonic” asymptotic behaviour: formally speaking, the functions lie 
in a common Hardy field, or, alternatively, they are determined by transseries. 
In this article, we make a first step towards the treatment of functions involving oscillatory 
behaviour. More precisely, let cp be an algebraic function defined on [- 1,114, let fi (x), . . ,4(x) 
be exp-log functions at infinity in x, and let 
$(I) = q(sin(fi(x)), , sin@&))) 
We give a method to compute lim~up_~ I/I(X). Moreover, the techniques we use are stronger 
than this result might suggest, and we outline further applications. @ 1997 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 03H05, 11525, 11561, 11571, 11572, llK06, llK36, llK60, 12L15, 
14P10, 14P15, 26A03, 26A09, 26A12, 26A48, 26E30, 28D99, 41A58, 41A60, 68425 
1. Introduction 
In the last years, several asymptotic expansion algorithms have appeared (see [3, 
12, 14, 15, 171, etc.). These algorithms have the property that they can deal with very 
general types of singularity, such as singularities arising in the study of certain algebraic 
differential equations. However, so far attention has been restricted to functions with 
“strongly monotonic” asymptotic behaviour. This means that the functions lie in a 
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common Hardy field, or, alternatively, that they are determined by transseries. In this 
article, we make a first step towards the automatic treatment of functions involving 
oscillatory behaviour. We also notice that Grigoriev obtained some very interesting 
related results in [4, 51, although his more probabilistic point of view is different (even 
complementary) from ours. 
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we recall a classical density 
theorem for linear curves on the n-dimensional torus (see for example [8] or [9]). In 
Section 3, this theorem is generalized to more general classes of curves on the torus. 
In Section 4, we study exp-log functions at infinity: an exp-log function is a 
function which is built up from the rationals Q and X, using the field operations, 
exponentiation and logarithm. An exp-log function at infinity is an exp-log function 
which is defined in a neighbourhood of infinity. We present a more compact version 
of an expansion algorithm of exp-log functions at infinity, originally due to Shackell 
(see [ 151; see also [ 121). For this, we assume the existence of an oracle for deciding 
whether an exp-log function is zero in a neighbourhood of infinity. This problem has 
been reduced to the corresponding problem for exp-log constants in [ 161 and [17]. A 
solution to the constant problem was given by Richardson in [l 11, modulo Schanuel’s 
conjecture: 
Conjecture 1 (Schanuel). If al,. . , a, are Q-linearly independent complex numbers, 
then the transcendence degree of Q[al,. . . , CI,, e”‘, . . . ,ean] over Q is at least n. 
In Section 5, we are given an algebraic function cp defined on [-1, l]q, and exp-log 
functions at infinity fi (x), . . . , F,(x) in x. We show how to compute 
lim sup cp(sin(fi(x)), . , sin(F,(x))). 
x--tCx 
In Section 5, we will assume the existence of an oracle for checking the Q-linear de- 
pendence of exp-log constants. Actually, Richardson’s algorithm can easily be adapted 
to yield an algorithm for doing this modulo Schanuel’s conjecture. 
2. A density theorem on the n-dimensional torus 
Let /z 1,. . . , A,, be Q-linearly independent numbers: we will use vector notation, and 
denote the vector (ii, . . . , A,) by Iz. In this section, we prove that the image of x H 1zx, 
from [w into the n-dimensional torus T” = W/Z” is dense. Notice that we use the same 
notation for Izx and its class modulo Z”. Moreover, we show that the “density” of 
the image is uniform is a sense that will be made precise. The following theorem is 
classical: 
Theorem 2 (Kronecker). Let A,, . . ,A, be Q-linearly independent real numbers. Let 
el,. . , e, be the canonical base of R”. Then 3,lel Z + . ’ + ,$,e,,Z + R(el + . + e,) is 
dense in R”. 
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Now let X be a measurable subset of T”, and let I be some interval of R. Denoting 
the Lebesgue measure by ZA, we define 
Let us also denote by d the Euclidean distance on T”. Let S, (resp. &) denote the shift 
operator on [w (resp. [w” or T”): &(x) =x+d (resp. &(X) = S(d,,...,d,)(xi,. . ,x,) =(x1 + 
dl , . , . ,x, + d,,) = x + d). The following are immediate consequences of the definition 
of p: 
Proposition 3. We have 
(a) P(ZJ)= CiEN P (‘3X)> ifX= UiENi’ 
(b) Ip(M) - P(&IW)I I Idl/W,.k all d. 
(c) p(Z,X) = p(S-dZ,S&), for all d. 
It will be convenient to adopt some conventions for intervals Z = [a,b] (resp. Z = 
[a, b[,Z = ]a, b] or Z = ]a, b[) whose lengths b-a tend to infinity: we say that a property 
P holds uniformly in I, if the property holds uniformly in a: 
310tiaVZ > lo P([a,a + I]). 
We say that P holds for all Z sufficiently close to infinity, if P holds for all sufficiently 
large a. 
The next theorem is also classical; for convenience of the reader we present a proof, 
especially since similar techniques will be used in the next section: 
Theorem 4 (Bohr, Sierpinski, Weyl). Let 21,. . . , 2, be Q-linearly independent real 
numbers and let p be given by (1). Let 
X=[a,,b,[x... x [a,,b,[CT” 
be an n-dimensional block, with 0 5 oi 5 bi 2 1 for all i. Then 
uniformly in I. 
Proof. The theorem trivially holds if ai = 0 and bi = 1 for all but one 1 < i 5 n. Hence, 
it suffices to prove the theorem when the ai’s and the hi’s are rational numbers. Indeed, 
let a{,b’,,..., a;, bl, be rational numbers with Ia’, - ai I + lb’, - bl I + . . + Ia; - a,( + 
lb; - b,J 5 6, and denote X’=[a’,,b{[x... x [aL,bL[. Then Ip(Z,X’) - p(Z,X)I 5 26 
for p(Z) sufficiently large, uniformly in I. 
Because of Proposition 3(b), it therefore suffices to prove the theorem for fixed 
p=(p1,..., Pn)c(N*)” and for all 
x=2&= [y$[ x . . . x [y;’ [, 
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with 0 < kl < pl,..., 0 5 k, < p,,. We remark that [0, l[” = uk xk, so that 
ck dl,xk) = l. 
Now let E > 0. For each k, we can find xk, with d(&, k) < E/n, by Theorem 2. Con- 
sequently, we have p(S_&& A_&) < F, where A A B denotes the symmetric difference 
of A and B. Hence, ,u(Xl A s~-~,,yYk) < 2~, for each i with 11 < ~1,. . . ,I, < p,,. Using 
Proposition 3, we can now estimate 
Taking p(I) > IXk -XII/E, for any k and I, we get 
dl,xk) - 
1 
L 
Pl’.‘Pn 
p, ’ p c (dz>xk) - /+>&)I < 3s. 
.. n k 
Hence I&Z,&)-p(&)( < 3&, for sufficiently large p(Z), Unifcmdy in 1. This completes 
our proof. 
3. A more general density theorem 
In this section we will obtain a more general uniform density theorem on the torus, 
when the application x ++ Ax from Section 2 is replaced by a non-linear mapping, which 
satisfies suitable regularity conditions. Before coming to this generalization, we will 
need some definitions and lemmas. We say that a function f defined in a neighbour- 
hood of infinity is steadily dominated by x, if f has a continuous second derivative, 
f tends to infinity, f’ decreases strictly towards zero, and f"/f' tends to zero. We 
remark that such functions f admit functional inverses finv in a neighbourhood of 
infinity. 
More generally, we say that if f and g are functions in a neighbourhood of infinity, 
such that g is invertible, then f is steadily dominated by g, if f o gin" is steadily 
dominated by x. In this case, we write f x,? g. It is easily verified that if f +,x and 
g +x, then f o g -+x, so that + is transitive. We also remark that if f -K, g and 
if h is a function, which has a continuous second derivative and tends to infinity, then 
f o h +:s g o h. We finally have the following property of steady domination: 
Lemma 5. Let h be steadily dominated by x and let I > 0 and E > 0 be given. Then 
for all sufJiciently large x we have Ih’(x + d) - h’(x)/ < &h’(x), for all d with Jdl < 1. 
Proof. Let xa be such that Ih”(x)/h’(x)l < Eh’(x), for all x > xa - I. We have Ih’(x + 
d) - h’(x)1 5 ldh”([)l < &h’(t), for some 5 between x and x + d. If d is positive, 
then h’(5) < h’(x), and we are done. In the other case, we have Ih’(x + d) - h’(x)/ < 
&h’(x) - EJh’(x + d) - h’(x)l, w h ence Jh’(x + d) - h’(x)1 < (E/( 1 - E))h’(x). 
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Now let X be a measurable subset of R. For each interval I, we define: 
p(Z,X) = ‘I’:;;). 
We say that X admits an asymptotic density p(X) if 
uniformly in I, for I sufficiently close to infinity 
Lemma 6. Let X be a measurable subset of R and let h be steadily dominated 
by x. Zf p(X) exists, then so does p(h(X)) and we have p(h(X)) = p(X). 
Proof. Let E > 0. Let 1 E R be such that Ip(Z,X) - pi < E, whenever n(Z) > 1. Taking 
Z = [a,p[, we subdivide hi”“(Z) in q = ~(hi”‘(~)-hi”V(a))/lJ parts of equal length I’ > 1 
[(h’“‘(a), h’“‘(B))[ = [al, bl [u . . . H [a,, hJ, 
with bi = ai+l for 1 2 i < q. Then we have 
(p - E) 2 1” h’(bi) dx 5 2 ./” Xx(x)h’(bi)dx 5 p(hinv(X) fI I) 
r=, a, izl ‘1 
< _ 5 /b2 Xx(x)h’(ai) dx 5 (p + a) 2 lb’ h’(a,) dx. 
i=, 6 r=, @ 
By Lemma 5, for all sufficiently large x, we have (h’(x + d) - h’(x)( < &h’(x), for all 
d with Id\ 2 I’. Hence, 
I J 2 b’ h (x) dx - 2 J”’ I=, a, i=l al h’(bi)dx I 2 J”’ Ih’(x) - h’(bi)l dx i=l a8 
J 
bz 
h’(x) dx = s/Q), 
i=l al 
and we have a similar estimation, when replacing bi by ai. Consequently, 
(P - &)(I - E)P(Z) 5 I*(h(-U n Z) I (p + E)( 1 + &)11(Z). 
This completes our proof. 0 
Let fr-KS... +& be continuous functions defined in a neighbourhood of infin- 
ity, which strictly increase towards infinity. Let l,,j > 0 (1 5 j 5 ni) be such that 
Ai, 1,. . , ELi,n, are Q-linearly independent for each i. Now consider the curve 
g(x) = (fi(hlx),. . .,.fi(b+), . . .,fp(~p,lx), . ..,f.(&,,x>) 
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on T” (n = nl + . . + n,), which is defined for sufficiently large x. By analogy with 
the preceding section, we define 
pf,g(z,x) = P<b E I I dfi”“W EW) 
AZ> 
> 
for intervals I sufficiently close to infinity, and 
Theorem 7. Let fi , . . . ,&,g and pf,s be given 
X=[al,bl[ x... x [a,,b,[CT” 
be an n-dimensional block. Then 
measurable subsets X of T”. 
as above and let 
(2) 
lim P~JZJ) = P(X), 
P(l)+m 
uniformly, for intervals suficiently close to injnity. 
Proof. We proceed by induction over p. If p = 0, we have nothing to prove. Otherwise, 
we decompose X =X, x 2, with X, C T”’ and 2 c T”, where n” = n2 + . . . + nP. We 
denote by g,(x) (resp. g”(x)) the projections of g(x) on T”’ (resp. T’), when considering 
T” as the product of T”’ and T”. Without loss of generality, we may assume that fi =x. 
Given a subset A of R or T” and its frontier 8A, we denote for any E > 0 
Let E>O. Ifg,(x)ESZ,X,, then g,(x+d)EX, for all d with ]dl ~1, where l=max(l/ 
i,,,, . , l/jti,,,, )E. Hence, for Z sufficiently close to infinity, 
z n g;““(Q,X,) c (I n Q,g;““(X,))+] - 1, I[ c I n gl”“(X,). 
Therefore, Theorem 4 implies that for Z sufficiently close to infinity 
PU f- SFvl 1) _ p(xl ) 
AI) 
< E 
(3) 
and (using that ~(Q,X, AX,) < 2nl) 
P((Z n Qlg’;“v(z ))+I - 1, l[) _ P(Z n g;nV(& )) 
AZ) 
< (2nl + 1 )E. 
P(Z) - 
Now (I n Q~g;“y(X,))+] - I, 1[ is a finite union of intervals, say 
z n a,gp(x, )n] - I,/[ = Z0 II . . II I,+, , 
(4) 
where I 1,. . ,Z, have length at least 21, and where Za and I,+, have length at most 21. 
By the induction hypothesis, we have 
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uniformly, for J sufficiently close to infinity. Using Lemma 6, this gives us 
lim 
PC fz(J))-c- 
P(J n 8’“v(~N = pc2> 
P(J) 
> 
uniformly, for J sufficiently close to infinity. In particular, we have 
for all J sufficiently close to infinity, with p(J) > 1. Thus, choosing I sufficiently close 
to infinity, we have 
P(NVY~)) _@) 
P(A) 
<E 
> 
for all 1 I i 5 q. 
Taking p(Z) > 21/s, and using (3) and (4), this gives us 
l/q&X) - cl(X)1 < 
P(I_ITZi Ii fl sin’(j)) _ cl(xj 
cl(O 
+ ~(1 n g’““(X)) p(~~~~ Zi n g’““(2)) 
N) - PU) 
I fJ 10 n P(O- P(&P(~)) 
i=O 
+ P(2)P(LI~Z~ Ii) 
P(I) 
- p(X) + (2n1 + 1)s 
&g + (4n, + 5)s I (4n1 + 6)s. 
This completes the proof. 0 
4. Expansions of exp-log functions at infinity 
Let T denote the field of germs at infinity of exp-log functions and C the subfield 
of exp-log constants. Elements of T can be represented by exp-log expressions - 
i.e. finite trees whose internal nodes are labelled by +, -, .,/,exp or log, and whose 
leaves are labelled by x or rational numbers. The set of exp-log expressions which 
can be evaluated in a neighbourhood of infinity is denoted by Texpr. We have a natural 
projection f-f from T “pr onto T. We make the assumption that we have at our 
disposal an oracle which can decide whether a given exp-log expression in Texpr is 
zero in a neighbourhood of infinity. In view of [16] (resp. [17]) it actually suffices to 
assume the existence of an oracle to decide whether a given exp-log constant is zero. 
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4.1. Grid-based series 
Let us first recall some basic concepts. An effective asymptotic basis is an or- 
dered finite set {bl, . . , 6,) of positive infinitesimal exp-log expressions in Texpr, such 
that log bi+ log bi+l (i.e. log bi = o(log bi+l)) for 1 5 i 5 n - 1. For instance, the set 
B = {log-‘~,x-~,e-~~} is an effective asymptotic basis. An effective asymptotic basis 
B generates an effective asymptotic scale, namely the set Se of all products by’ . . . b,” 
of powers of the hi’s, with the @i’s in C. Elements of SB are also called monomials. 
Given an effective asymptotic basis B, let GFpr denote the set of expressions which 
are built up from C, SE, +, -, ., / and the operations E H exp E, resp. E H log( 1 + E), for 
infinitesimal E. We observe that f can be expanded as a series in b, with coefficients in 
G;iy’,,,,,,,_, ). Moreover, these coefficients can recursively be expanded in b,_ 1, . . , bl : 
fan I...,12 = c fa O,..., cob;‘. 
2, EC 
The exp-log expressions of the form &,...,ol, are called iterated coeficients of f. In 
particular, the iterated coefficients of the form h,,...,a, are exp-log constants. 
The above expansions of f have an important property (see [17]): the support of f 
as a series in b, is included in a set of the form ;Ii N + . . . + LPN + v, where the ii’s 
and v are constants in C - we say that f is a grid-based series. 
From this property, it follows that the support of f is well-ordered. 
Another important property of the expansion of f in b, and the expansions of its 
iterated coefficients is that they can be computed automatically. By this we mean that 
for each integer i, we can compute the first i terms of the expansion of f and so 
can we for its iterated coefficients. In particular, we can compute the sign of f, test 
whether f is infinitesimal, etc. 
For the computation of the expansions of f in b,, we use the usual Taylor series 
formulas. In the case of division l/f, we compute the first term f,b{ of f and then 
use the formula l/f = ( l/fp)bkp( l/( 1 + E)), where E = (f /fpb{) - 1. The only problem 
when applying these formulas is that we have to avoid indefinite cancellation: note 
that indefinite cancellation only occurs if after having computed the first i terms of the 
expansion, f is actually equal to the sum of these terms. But this can be tested using 
the oracle, and we stop the expansion in this case. 
4.2. Automatic expansions of exp-log expressions 
The asymptotic expansion algorithm takes an exp-log expression f E Texpr on input, 
computes a suitable effective asymptotic basis B and rewrites f into an 
element of GFp: The main idea of the algorithm lies in imposing some suitable 
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conditions on B: we say that a linearly ordered set B = {bl,. . . ,b,} is an ejtktive 
normal basis if 
NBl. B is an effective asymptotic basis. 
NB2. log bi E G;Tt..,,* 1 for all i > 1, where i* is such that log log b;’ x log bp . 
NB+. bl = (log”‘)-‘x for some 1 E N, where log”x dGf log ’ !i!‘?es logx. 
Such a basis is constructed gradually during the algorithm - i.e. B is a global variable in 
which we insert new elements during the execution of the algorithm, while maintaining 
the property that B is an effective normal basis. We also say that B is a dynamic 
t$ktive normal basis. Let us now explicitly give the algorithm, using a PASCAL-like 
notation: 
Algorithm expand(f). The algorithm takes an exp-log expression f E Texpr on input 
and rewrites it into a grid-based series in GFpr, where the global variable B contains 
an effective normal basis which is initialized by B := {x-l}. 
case f E Q: return f 
case f =x: return (XC’)-’ 
case f = gTh, TE{+, -,.,/}: 
if T = / and & = 0 then error “division by zero” 
return expand(g)Texpand(h) 
case f = log g: 
g := expand(g) 
l Denote B={bl =(log”)-‘x,b2,...,b,,}. 
if g 5 0 then error “invalid logarithm” 
l Rewrite g = cby’ . . . bz( 1 + E), with infinitesimal E in Grp’ and c E C. 
if a1 # 0 then B := B U {(log’(‘+‘))-‘x} 
return log c + aI log b, + . . ’ + M, log b, + log( 1 + E) 
case f==eq: 
g := expand(g) 
l Denote B={bl,...,b,}. 
if g = 0( 1) then return e’eg-‘, where c := go n ,IIpeb o I 1 
if 31 < i<tig X logbi then 
x := limg/logbi 
return blexpand(e”-“‘“sb’) 
l Let i* be such that log 191 x log bi*. 
g + := gO,“-,:,.““,e,,O 
g- := g - g+ 
B := B U {e-lg’l} 
r&urn (e-Is+ I )-skng+eg- 
Let us comment the algorithm. The first three cases do not need explanation. In 
the case f = log g, the fact that B is an effective normal basis is used at the end: 
1x1 log bl f.. + a, log b, is indeed an expression in Grpr. The expansion of the expo- 
nential of a bounded series g is done by a straightforward Taylor series expansion. If 
g is unbounded, then we test whether g is asymptotic to the logarithm of an element 
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in B - i.e. we test whether CI := limgllog 6, is a non-zero finite number for some i. 
If this is so, then f = bj”eY-” ‘~~1 and egPatosb~ is expanded recursively. We remark 
that no infinite loop can arise from this, because successive values of g in such a loop 
would be asymptotic to the logarithms of smaller and smaller elements of B, while 
B remains unchanged. Finally, if g is not asymptotic to the logarithm of an element 
in B, then B has to be extended with an element of the order of growth of f. The 
decomposition g = g+ + g- is computed in order to ensure that B remains an effective 
normal basis. 
5. On the automatic computation of limsups 
In this section we show how Theorem 7 can be applied to compute limsups (or 
liminfs) of certain bounded functions, involving trigonometric functions. The idea is 
based on the following consequence of Theorem 7. 
Theorem 8. Let l+fi x . . . +fp be exp-log functions at injinity. Let Ai,j > 0 (1 < 
j<ni) be such that Ai,,,..., /zj,.f are Q-linearly independent for each i. Denote 
U={x+~y~@/x~+y~=l}andn=n~+~~~+n,. Letcpbeacontinuous 
function from U” into R and let 
$(x) = (p(e~~l,Ifi(~), . . ,,d-.,.,f,w)~ 
Then 
lim sup $(x) = sup q(x). 
x-03 &cl” 
Proof. We first notice that we will be able to apply Theorem 7 on our input data: by 
a well known theorem, which goes back to Hardy (see [6]), the germs at infinity of 
fl,..., f, lie in a common Hardy field. Consequently, f, ss . . . -+ f,, and fi, . . , fP 
are strictly increasing in a suitable neighbourhood of infinity. 
The mapping $ is defined in a neighbourhood V of infinity, and can be factored 
V-%R=V%P%i,with 
$1(x) = ( ni,iJi(X) 4Vl,_f&) 2rC ‘.‘.’ 27-c 1 
and 
$2(x1 3. . .,x,) = cp(eznGX1,. . . , e2’J=Txn), 
where $1 and $2 are both continuous. Since T” is compact, there exists a point x in 
which $J attains its maximum. Let E > 0. There exists a neighbourhood V of x, such 
that I&(Y) - $2(x)1 < E, for any y in V. By Theorem 7, there exist x, with $1 (x) E Y 
as close to infinity as we wish. For such x, we have 1$(x) - supXEUR q(x)] < a. q 
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We now turn to the computation of this limit. 
Theorem 9. Let F,, . . . , Fq be exp-log functions at infinity. Let cp: Uq 4 R a real 
algebraic function, where we consider Uq as a real algebraic variety. Assume that 
we have an oracle to test the Q-linear dependence of exp-log constants. Then there 
exists an algorithm to compute the lim sup of Ii/(x) = q(,flfi@), . . . , en&@)). 
Proof. Using the identity eeX = l/e’, we may always assume without loss of generality, 
that the 4’s are all positive. Now the algorithm consists of the following steps: 
Step 1. Compute a common effective normal basis for fi , . . . , FP, using the algorithm 
from Section 4. Order the fi’s w.r.t. ti; that is, F;: x Fj or I$ x Fj, whenever i < j. 
Step 2. Simultaneously modify the E’s and the algebraic function cp in the eG E’s, 
until we either have E x Fj, or fi = Pj, for some I,, whenever i < j. As long as this 
is not the case, we take j maximal, such that the above does not hold, and do the 
following: 
First compute the limit ,I of fi/Fj. Next insert E;;’ := fi - 14 and 5’ := #j into 
the set of fi’s and remove fi. The new expression for cp is obtained by replacing each 
eJ-7R by en<‘eJ=iF;‘. 
Step 3. Compute exp-log functions fr f: . . . +fp, and constants Li,j (1 <j 5 ni), 
such that each Fl can be written as Fi = 2i,j fi, for some i and j. Replacing eG 6 by 
its limit for each bounded fi, we reduce the general case to the case when lx f,. 
Step 4. This step consists in making the Ai,,‘s Q-linearly independent for each fixed i. 
Whenever there exists a non-trivial Q-linear relation between the Ai,j’s (for fixed i), 
we may assume without loss of generality that this relation is given by 
a, A,,, = alh,l + . . +&-14,.,-l, 
for al,...,a,, in Z and a,,, > 0. As long as we can find such a relation, 
following: 
we do the 
For all j < n,, replace /Ii,j by &j := &j/a, and eG ‘1,/f; by (eJ-’ ‘:jr; >“‘I in the 
expression for q. Next, replace e JITL,f; by 
(,J=X,q~I . . . (,J--i4h,_J)an,-I 
in the expression for cp, 
Step 5. By Theorem 8, the lim sup of II/ is the maximum of cp on U”, where n = 
n1+. . + nP. To compute this maximum, we determine the set of zeros of the gradient 
of q~ on U”. Then cp is constant on each connected component and the maximum of 
these constant values yields maxun q. To compute the zero set of the gradient of cp 
and its connected components, one may for instance use cylindrical decomposition (see 
[l]). Of course, other algorithms from effective real algebraic geometry can be used 
instead. 
The correctness of our algorithm is clear. The termination of the loop in Step 2 
follows from the fact that the new F;’ is asymptotically smaller then F;, so that either 
the x-class of Fj strictly decreases, or the number of i’s with F; =: Fj, but not fi = AFj 
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Fig. 1 
for some 2. The number of - -classes which can be attained is bounded by the initial 
value of q. 0 
Corollary 10. Let F, ,. . .,F4 be exp-log functions at injnity and cp be an algebraic 
function in q variables, dejined on [-I, 114. Assume that we have an oracle to test 
the Q-linear dependence of exp-log constants. Then there exists an algorithm to 
compute the lim sup of $(x) = cp(sin(fi(x)), . . . , sin(Fq(x))). 
Example 11. Consider the function (see Fig. 1) 
$(x) = 
2 sin x2 - sin(x3/(x - 1)) 
3 + sin ex2 - sin(ex2 + 1) ’ 
The first step consists in expanding x2 =x2, x3/(x - 1) =x2+x+ . ., ex2 = ex2 and ex2 + 
1 = ex2 + 1. All these functions have the same - ,-.-class, but they are not all homothetic. 
Therefore, some rewriting needs to be done. First, x3/(x - 1) =x2 +x2/(x - l), and we 
rewrite 
,&L/(X-1) =,&Tx~,~x~/(x-1) 
? 
which corresponds to the rewriting 
x3 2 x2 x2 2 sin-=smx cosx+sin-cosx 
x-l x-l ’ 
if we consider real and imaginary parts. Similarly, we rewrite 
e~(ex2+l) = efl ex’,J-i 
which corresponds to the rewriting 
sin(ex2 + 1) = sin ex2 cos 1 + sin 1 cos ex2. 
In Step 4, no Q-linear relations are found, so that we have to determine the maximal 
value of 
&a, 6, b, h, c, c^) = 
2a - ac^ - ca^ 
3+b-bcosl -isin 
(5) 
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on U3. Here we have abbreviated a = sinx2, G= cosx2, b= sinex2, 8= cosex2, c= 
sin(x2(x - l)), c^ = cos(x’(x - 1)) (hence U3 is the set of points with a2 + L2 = b2 + 
h2 = c2 +c^2 = 1). The maximum of 50 is attained for a = 1, a^ = 0, b = - l/2, 6 = a/2, 
c=O, c^= - 1. We deduce that 
lim sup $(x) = 
6 
x+30 5 + cos 1 - & sin 1 
= 1. 
Similarly, exploiting the symmetry of (5), we have 
linl~f rl/(x) = 
-6 
=- 
5 + cos 1 - J5 sin 1 
1. 
6. Conclusion 
We have shown how to compute lim sups of certain functions involving trigonometric 
functions, exponentiation and logarithm. Actually, the techniques we have used are 
far more general than Theorem 9 might suggest. Let us now briefly mention some 
generalizations. For more details, we refer to [17]. 
In Theorem 9, the crucial property of the functions F1 , . . . , Fq is that they are strongly 
monotonic and that we have an asymptotic expansion algorithm for them. Consequently, 
more general functions than exp-log functions can be taken instead, like Liouvillian 
functions, Pfaffian functions (modulo a suitable oracle for computations with constants) 
functions which are determined by systems of real exp-log equations in several vari- 
ables, etc. 
The crucial property of the function cp is that it belongs to a class for which a 
cylindrical decomposition algorithm exists. Again, more general classes of functions 
can be considered. In particular, modulo suitable oracles, one can consider the class of 
solutions to real exp-log systems in several variables. 
Our techniques can also be used to compute automatic asymptotic expansions of 
sin-exp-log functions at infinity of trigonometric depth one (i.e. without nested sines). 
However, some difficult number theoretical phenomena may occur in this case, as the 
following example illustrates: 
2 - sinx - sinex L o. 
1 
T(x + 2)’ 
This asymptotic inequality follows from the number theoretical properties of e. In 
general, such inequalities are very hard to obtain (if decidable at all!): a systematic 
way to obtain them would in particular yield solutions to deep unsolved problems in 
the field of Diophantine approximation (for a nice survey, see [lo]). 
Nevertheless, we notice that the above example is “degenerate” in the sense that 2 
is precisely equal to the lim sup of sin x + sin x ‘. In absence of such degeneracies, a 
complete asymptotic expansion for sin-exp-log functions at infinity of trigonometric 
depth one does exist. Otherwise, we need assume the existence of a suitable oracle for 
Diophantine questions. 
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